An Invitation with
punched-out Butterflies
and Deco Foil
Make these lovely invitations with
punched-out butterflies with a 3D effect. The
butterflies have a shiny shadow made from
deco foil.

Inspiration: 15335
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Place the silicone stamp with the butterfly
design precisely in the middle of the card
and mark with thin pieces of masking
tape.

Use a glue pen to apply glue across the
lines on the back of the silicone stamp.
Turn over the stamp and press it onto the
card. Remove the masking tape.
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Leave the glue print until it is tacky; i.e. it's
still sticky but doesn't stick to the fingers
when touched. Place the deco foil on top
and rub hard to attach it onto the glue.
Carefully remove the deco foil sheet.

Make one stamped butterfly design at the
time with deco foil; a total of three
butterflies in different colours in a row.
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Begin by embossing your chosen design
onto card using base plate B + silicone
plate + card + embossing folder + plate E.

Now die-cut your chosen butterfly design
with a die using cutting plate C
underneath + card + die + base plate B
on top.
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Now die-cut your chosen butterfly design
with a die using cutting plate C
underneath + card + die + base plate B
on top.

Add glue onto small details of the card
butterfly using a glue pen. Rub deco foil
onto the glue as described in step 3.
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Attach all the parts onto the card; glue
the body of the vellum paper butterfly
onto the card butterfly and attach the
card butterfly onto the card using a glue
pen. Remember to bend the wings
upwards.

See our matching ideas:
Place card
15381
Menu card 15382

